Multiple Listings on B-Series Housings

Listing Consolidation

The SOR® mechanical pressure and temperature products with B3 and B6 housing now have a new multiple listing option. SOR has consolidated UL, CSA and ATEX approvals into one multiple listing (ML) option. Now these products are suitable for multiple OEM applications. ATEX and CSA recently changed their requirements allowing SOR to consolidate the listings. This consolidation allows for fewer models to be stocked or ordered, depending on your specific agency requirements. This consolidation is beneficial because of less customer confusion of required model options for individual listings and approvals.

New Tags

The ATEX, CSA and UL agency listings which are still available on individual tags are now consolidated on one tag. Just add the new ML (multiple listing) option at the end of the model number and all three listings will be included at no extra charge. The individual CL for ATEX, CS for CSA and WV for UL options are also still available.

Agency approval consolidation is the same approach used on the SOR 805PT Pressure Transmitter, providing one product that can be specified worldwide.

For further information or questions please contact Customer Service.